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T H E  F A I R I E S  L A N D  S E R I E S

CHAPTER ONE –
TOMAND LISA

Once there lived 2 children –
Tom and Lisa in a big house in
Goa. Tom was 7 years old
while Lisa was 5 years old. Lisa
believed in fairies but Tom did
not.
They had a big beautiful garden
in front of their house. They had
recently shifted there. One day,
when Tom and Lisa were
strolling in the garden, Tom
noticed a big hole.
Lisa said, “Let’s go explore the
hole.” Tom said, “I’ll first get a
rope and torch”.
Tom went running and returned
with rope and torch.

He noticed a big strong stone
nearby and decided that he
could tie the rope to the stone
to lower themselves in.

He tied the rope to the stone
and then Tom helped Lisa
down the hole using the loose
end of the rope.

It was very dark inside. Tom
shone his torch around. There
were red walls and a hole in the
wall which was large enough
for them to crawl through.

Both of them crawled through
the hole for quite some time
and found themselves come
out into a large room. It had
same red walls and another
hole of the same width in the
wall like before.

The 2 children wanted to find
out what lay ahead. So they
again decided to go through the
hole. They crawled through the
hole for some time and found
another tunnel going down with
a ladder. They climbed down
the ladder and reached a
beautiful sunny place.

As soon as they landed, they
saw people with wings in the
size of pencils and erasers
flying in the sky and some
walking around.
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Tom exclaimed, “What a beautiful
place this is! What is this! Where
are we? “

Lisa said excitedly pointing at the
people in the sky, “Wow! Those
look like fairies!” Tom laughed and
said, “Of course not! Fairies don’t
exist!”.
Lisa ignored him and ran towards a
walking fairy excitedly.

Tom sighed and called out to Lisa,
“Lisa wait! Come back! We don’t
know if it’s safe!”
But, Lisa had already gone to a
fairy and was talking to her.

Tom murmured to himself, “Oh no!
Now I have to follow her!” and ran
towards Lisa.

CHAPTER TWO – FAIRY
LAND FROM THE
CHILDREN’S EYES.

Tom went to Lisa and told her,
“Lisa, we should go back. This is a
strange place, it might be
dangerous for us here.”

Lisa ignored Tom and told the
personwith wings who she had
approached,
“Hello! What is your name? Are you
a fairy? My name is Lisa, I am a
human”

The person with wings responded,
“Calm down Lisa! I am Roseletten.
And, yes, I am a fairy!” Tom was in
shock. He didn’t know how fairies
could exist!

Roseletten continued, “Lisa, What
are you doing here? Humans are
not expected here. How did you
find Fairy Land?”

Tom said, “Are you really a fairy??
Or are you playing dress up??
Fairies don’t exit!”

Lisa said, “Roseletten, please
ignore Tom. He’s my brother and
he does not believe in fairies. We
happened to find a tunnel in the
garden opposite our house which
led us here!”

Roseletten, then asked them, “Now
that you are here, would you like to
see our land? ”Lisa said excitedly,
“Yes yes! That would be
awesome!”
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Roseletten then told the children that she

would introduce them to the different types

of fairies.

After they visited the different places in

fairy land, Roseletten said, “I will take you

to my

house now. We can meet other fairies later

when they are free”.

The children agreed.

They flew to Roseletten’s house. It was

covered with flowers of different colors.

The roof was also made of thick flowers.

The walls were made out of stems of thick

flowers and the door was made out of

white flowers.

The house was tiny but was big enough for

Lisa and Tom to crawl into.

Once they went inside, they observed It

was beautiful inside. They felt happy

looking at the interiors of the house.
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CHAPTER THREE – Lisa and
Tom meet the fairies

After some time, Roseletten said that

the other fairies should be free to

meet you both now.

Tom asked, “Will we be flying

again?”

Roseletten replied, “Yes, we’ll fly.

Are you ready?”

Both Tom and Lisa nodded excitedly.

Roseletten opened the door and all 3

of them flew into the sky. She said,

“Hadn’t I showed you a treehouse

which I said was the meeting place

for fairies? We are going there now

to meet the others”

They flew to the treehouse. They

saw a fairy flying towards the

treehouse. Roseletten then

pointed to the fairy and said, “Tom

and Lisa, meet Eclina. She is a tooth

fairy!”

Eclina had red small wings, an

orange dress with prints of teeth,

dark red hair and green eyes.

Eclina smiled at them and said, “Hi

Tom and Lisa! Nice to meet you!”

The children smiled at Eclina and

thought she was very friendly and

nice.

Another fairy flew to the treehouse.

Roseletten pointed at her and said,

“That is Flena. She is a water fairy”

Flena wore a blue dress and blue

shoes. She had blonde long hair,

and dark blue eyes.

Flena said, “HI Tom and Lisa! Nice

to meet you both!”

Many fairies flew to the treehouse

and spoke to Lisa and Tom and

welcomed them to the fairy land.

After a while, a tall fairy came. She

had long black hair, wore a yellow

dress and red shoes, and colorful

eyes.

All the fairies started greeting the

new fairy. Roseletten told Tom and

Lisa that the tall fairy

was their Queen and that she lived

in the Queen’s castle that she had

shown them. Lisa greeted the

Queen. Tom also followed.

Roseltten told the Queen, “The 2

children, Lisa and Tom came here

from their garden. They

saw a hole, went inside it, found

another tunnel and finally reached

here!”

The Queen said, “Hello Lisa and

Tom, welcome to Fairy Land! You

should not stay long here

because your parents will be

worried and one hour here is a day

in your world. “

Tom said sadly, “Okay, I

understand. We will stay here for

some more time and go back home”

The queen said, “Thank you for

understanding. I now have to go

back to my castle. I am happy to

meet you both!”

The Queen then waved to all the

fairies and left.

Roseletten said, “You can stay here

for half an hour and then you can go

home”.

Tom and Lisa agreed reluctantly.
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CHAPTER FOUR – THE TOOTH
GETS STOLEN

 Tom said, “We have half an hour left.

What should we do, Lisa?”

Lisa said excitedly, “What about

going to Eclina’s house? She’s a

tooth fairy and I always wanted to

see a tooth fairy’s house. And she

also seems very sweet!”

Tom said, “Yeah, let’s ask Eclina

first”

Lisa went to Eclina and asked her,

“Hi Eclina, can we come to your

house? I always wanted to

see a tooth fairy’s house”

Eclina smiled and said, “Of course,

you can! I’ll show you everything! Do

you want to go now?” Lisa and Tom

both said together, “Yes please!!”

Eclina said, “Follow me, I’ll take you

to my house.”

Eclina flew towards her house with

Lisa and Tom following her.

Her house was beautiful. It had a

yellow big roof made out of wood. It

had yellow walls with small paintings

of teeth in different sizes hung. The

door was bright pink, with a tooth for

a knob. There were some steps in

front of the house leading to the

main door. The steps were dark blue

with small dots of white representing

teeth.

Looking at the house, the children

felt very happy and excited. They

entered the house excitedly. Inside

the house, all the furniture was made

out of teeth and looked beautiful. 

The teeth were painted in different

colors and looked very colorful.

There was a table painted with a

mix of purple, blue, pink and orange

colors. The chairs were white and

blue.

There was a flower vase on the

table also made of teeth. It was a

mix of red and orange. The windows

had curtains with tooth prints.

Lisa exclaimed, “What a colorful

house!! I never thought a house

could be filled with things made out

of teeth! Such a beauty!”

Tom said, pointing at a hole near a

window, “What is that hole there?”

Eclina said, “Oh, that is where I

keep the teeth that I take from

children to clean and check its

quality before handing it over to

builder fairies.”

Tom went closer to the hole and

said, surprised, “Eclina, there are no

teeth here!! Have you

not collected any recently?”

Eclina said, shocked, “Oh no! I did

collect 1 tooth from a child

yesterday night! A thief fairy must

have stolen it!”

Lisa said sympathetically, “Don’t

worry Eclina. We will help you find

the tooth! Tom and I will

go look for it”

Eclina said, “Oh thank you children!

That will let me collect more teeth

that are due today!” She continued,

“But, be careful. I will give you a

wand and if you need any help from

me, say, ‘Talk aloud to Eclina’ and

give your location while also

mentioning the help you need.

To know where you are, I will give

you a map that shows everything in

fairyland.”

Eclina then went to one of the desks

in the room, opened it and took out

a map. She handed over the map to

Tom and said, “This is the map. Use

it well.”

Tom said, “We will use it well”.

Then, Eclina took a wand and gave

it to Lisa, saying, “This is the wand.

Be careful and remember what I told

you!”

Lisa nodded in agreement.

Eclina said, “You should come back

quickly, otherwise your parents will

worry”. Both of them nodded.

Eclina opened the door and said,

“Bye children. Be careful and don’t

forget what I told you”.

Lisa and Tom stepped out of the

door and said, “Bye, Eclina. We will

be back soon with your

lost tooth!”
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CHAPTER FIVE – THE THIEF
 

Lisa and Tom looked at the map.

Tom pointed to a picture which said

Tooth Fairy houses, and said, “This

is where we are”. He pointed to a

place which said “Builder Fairy

houses” and said, “Let’s go here first

and see if you can see the thief fairy

anywhere nearby”.

Lisa said, “Okay, that seems like a

good plan. Let’s go”.

Tom said, looking at the map, “We

should fly perfectly straight and then

at the cross roads,

we should go right”.

Lisa nodded.

They flew to the crossroads. There

they spotted a fairy flying with a big

sack with a tooth at the top of the

sack. The fairy did not notice Tom or

Lisa.

Lisa said, “Go after the fairy, Tom. I’ll

follow”.

Tom flew fast towards the fairy. The

fairy looked back to make sure she

hadn’t dropped

anything from the sack and saw Tom

and Lisa flying behind her.

She flew to a nearby tree as she did

not want anyone to see or hear her

apply a spell to make herself

invisible (If a person becomes

invisible, he or she can see other

invisible people).

Her voice was drowned by other

fairies’ noises, so Tom and Lisa

could not hear the spell she uttered,

but they knew she had gone near

the tree. When Tom and Lisa went

near the tree, they could not find her

anywhere.

 

Lisa said, “Where she did

disappear?! We saw her coming

here!”

Tom said, “I don’t know! You know

fairies better than I do. So what do

you think?” Lisa said, “No, I don’t

know, Tom. What do we do now?”

Tom said, “Let’s try right”. Lisa said,

“No, let’s try left”. Tom said, “Ok,

let’s go left!”

Both of them then flew towards the

road on the left.

When they reached the middle of

the street, Lisa asked Tom, “Where

does this lead to?” Tom took out the

map and said, “It leads to Traveller’s

rest house”.

Lisa said excitedly, “Oh yes,

traveller’s rest house sounds very

exciting!” Tom nodded and said,

“Yes it does!”

They soon neared the end of the

street and saw a big flag that said

“TRAVELLER’S REST HOUSE”.

They went inside and saw big

hammocks in an outdoor garden

area and in the middle of the

garden, there was a big rest house.

Lisa said, “I feel like sleeping
looking at the hammocks!”

Tom said, “Ha ha wake up! The
hammocks are way too small!”

Lisa sighed and said, “Yeaah
unfortunately!”

Tom said, “Let’s go inside the rest
house and see if the thief fairy is
there”. They went to the rest house
and on entering, saw beds laid out
in a big hall. Lisa said sadly, “No
thief here!”
Tom said, “Let’s go back to the
cross roads and maybe try a
different direction!”

Lisa nodded.

They both flew back to the garden
area.

Lisa tried to not look at the
hammocks which made her sleepy.
They flew back to the crossroads.
Tom said, “Now let’s take my
direction – right! It leads to the
builder fairies houses.”

Lisa agreed.

They flew towards the right. They
soon reached the end of the street.
They saw an arch with
the words “Welcome to builder
fairies houses”.
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They entered the place and saw many

beautiful houses on either side of the street.

They only saw builder fairies all around them.

There was no sign of the thief.

Tom said, “No thief here too!”

Lisa said sadly, “Yeah, now where do we go?”

Tom said, “Let’s go back to the crossroads

and try another direction!” They flew back to

the crossroads and then flew towards north

this time. Lisa asked, “Where does this road

lead to?”

Tom checked the map and said, surprised, “It

seems to lead nowhere! Nothing on the map!”

Lisa said, “Oh Wow! That’s interesting! Let’s

check it out”. Tom nodded.

They flew towards the end of the street and

saw a plain land with nothing in sight.

Lisa said, “Come on, let’s explore this land

once!”

Tom said, “It’s just a plain land. What is there

to explore?”

Lisa said, “Let’s just look around and see if

there’s anything interesting. Come on!”

Tom agreed reluctantly. Both of them walked

onto the plainland.
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CHAPTER SIX - ANIMATION
LAND

 
 

Tom and Lisa saw an odd looking

stick on the ground. Lisa said

excitedly, “Look at that stick! It looks

so odd! Should we check it out?”

Tom said, “It does look odd. Let’s

check it out.”

The 2 children went near the stick

and saw that it was a stick with small

animated figures engraved on it.

Lisa said, “That is funny! It has so

many figures with eyes, nose and

mouth!” Tom said, “Let’s pull it out

and get a closer view”.

Lisa tried pulling the stick out but she

disappeared.

Tom murmured to himself, “Where

did Lisa go? She was here just a

moment ago!”

Tom decided to also try pulling the

stick and see what happened.

He pulled the stick and landed in a

beautiful grassy place which had

thousands of inanimate things

walking about and looking like

animated versions of themselves.

He saw Lisa standing nearby looking

at the things around her.

Tom ran to her and told her, “Hey

Lisa! What place is this! Look at

those things”, pointing at the weird

things moving around them.

Lisa said, “I know, Tom! I don’t even

know how we landed here! What do

we do now?” Tom said, “We should

get out of this place as soon as

possible. Let’s find a way to get out”.

A chair approached them and said,

“Welcome to animate animate land!

Come and have a drink in my

house! There are lots of things you

can do here though you appear very

strange!”

Lisa and Tom stared at the talking

chair, surprised and shocked.

Tom managed to say, “Ok, we will

have a drink in your house. Only if

you tell us the way out

of this animate animate land after

that.”

The chair said, laughing, “It is not

called animate animate land! I just

call it by that name! Actual name is

‘Animation Land!” .I am Rise chair

by the way. ”

“Hello Rise chair!”, Tom and Lisa

said together. “We are Tom and

Lisa”, said Tom.

Rise chair led them to his house that

looked very funny. It looked like a

house made out of leaves and

branches.

He opened the door that was made

out of oak and welcomed them in.

They saw small tables with eyes,

nose and mouth staring at them as

they went in.

Lisa softly said, “Hello tables! We

are Lisa and Tom. Nice to meet

you!”

The tables said in a high pitched

voice, “Hello Tom and

Lisa!!Welcome to animation land!

Our names are Table, Nable, Mable,

Crable and Sable.”

Tom said happily, “Hello Table,

Nable, Mable, Crable and Sable!”

Lisa said, “You have funny names!”

“Hehehe”, chuckled Crable.

Rise chair went to the kitchen and

returned with 3 glasses of orange

juice. He gave one each to Tom and

Lisa and kept one for himself.

They drank the juice while talking to

the tables and Rise chair.

After they finished drinking, Rise

chair said, “As I promised, I will tell

you the way out of here. Follow me”.

Tom and Lisa said bye to all the

tables telling them that they would

visit again.

Rise chair went out of the house

and led them to another odd looking

stick. But, this time on the stick

there were pictures of fairies flying.

Rise chair told them to pull the stick.

The 2 children pulled the stick

together and returned to the same

plain land in Fairy Land.

They sighed with relief on realizing

that they were back to the fairy land!
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CHAPTER SEVEN –
ELF LAND
Tom and Lisa were excited and also
relieved after their adventure. They
continued their exploration of the
plain land.
They walked all around the plain land.
While they were walking, they saw a
tree with a big door carved on its
trunk.
Lisa said, “Wow Look at that tree! It
has a door. Ready for another
adventure?”

Tom said, “Yes, that tree looks funny
though. We might end up in the heart
of the tree.”

Tom went to the tree and tried
pushing the door. The door opened
and golden light came out of it.

Lisa said, “I don’t think we will go to
the heart of the tree. I wonder where
we will end up!”

The 2 children walked into the tree
through the door and ended up in
another land with very tiny people
walking all around.

Lisa whispered to Tom, “They look
like elves, don’t they? Like the ones
we have always heard about in fairy
tales.”

An elf suddenly screamed, “Guards!
Arrest those 2 giants! They don’t
belong here! They will spoil our
kingdom”.

Before Tom and Lisa could do
anything, 2 tiny tough and strong
looking elves held their legs
tight so they couldn’t move.

Tom asked, scared “What are these
elves going to do to us?” Lisa said,
scared, “No idea!”
They tried shaking their legs but the
elves were very strong. Their grip on
them tightened. The elves said to
each other, “These beasts will be
placed in the special cage for giants”.

The 2 guard elves laughed and
dragged them into a giant room. They
pushed Tom and Lisa inside the room
and locked the door.

Lisa said, sadly, “Now what do we
do? How shall we get out of here?”
Tom said, “Let’s look around and see
if there’s anything that could help us
get out”. They looked around the
room and found nothing.
Tom went to one of the corners of the
room and found a funny looking stone
in the shape of a mushroom. Tom
called out to Lisa, “Lisa, come here!
There is a stone in mushroom shape
here with drawings of mushrooms
engraved on it!”

Lisa went to Tom and said, “This
does look funny. It might lead us out
of here! Let’s try pulling it out”.

Lisa went to the stone and as she
touched it, fell on the stone and
disappeared.

Tom cried, “Not again!! She must
have landed in some other place!”
He then touched the stone and fell
into a place with a lot of mushrooms!.
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Tom and Lisa had fallen into a land
full of mushrooms. Everything
around them were either mushrooms
or in the shape of mushrooms!

Lisa said, “This place is full of
mushrooms!! It is so funny that we
keep getting stuck in these
weird places”.

Tom said, looking at Lisa, “Lisa, what
happened to you!! You are also in
mushroom shape!” Lisa looked at
herself and screamed, “Oh no!!! I
hate this place. Why am I a
mushroom?”

Lisa then looked at Tom and said,
“Tom, you are a mushroom too!!”
Tom said, “Aaaaarghhh! This is too
weird!”
Lisa said, “Let’s explore this place
anyway!”

Tom and Lisa started walking around
weirdly in their new mushroom
shapes. As they walked, they got
excited.

Lisa whispered to Tom, “They look
like elves, don’t they? Like the ones
we have always heard about in fairy
tales.”

An elf suddenly screamed, “Guards!
Arrest those 2 giants! They don’t
belong here! They will spoil our
kingdom”.

After exploring a bit, they saw a
mushroom sitting on another
mushroom. The second mushroom
was singing a funny song.

 It stopped singing on seeing Tom

and Lisa and said, “Hello Hello

Welcome Welco well. Mushroom

Mushroom Mush la la la land!. I I I I

am Mac..Mac.. Machra…
Machraksha. I… I.. I.. I wll tak..

takie…you.. you.. you.. toto..

to..tomy house”

Lisa said to Tom, “Why is this

mushroom talking so funnily?”

The mushroom said, “M..M..My

n..n..name issss Mach Mach Mach

Mach Machraksha”.

Then it added, “Let me Let let me

t..t.. take you you t..toto..toto..toto

my..my..my.. h..oo..u..s..e”

Lisa and Tom couldn’t control their

laughter and started laughing loudly!

The mushroom then slowly walked

towards a house made of

mushrooms and in mushroom

shape.

Tom and Lisa followed the

mushroom.

Lisa sneaked to the edge of the

house and took a bite of the

mushroom.

The mushroom Machraksha noticed

her, and said, “it..it..is…is…fine..fine..

you.. you.. can..can.. take.. take..

as.. many many.. bites.. bites.. as

you want. It.. it.. it will.. will.. will..

anyway…grow..

grow..grow..back..back..back.”

Lisa took a few more bites and went

inside Machraksha’s house.
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Even inside the house, the furniture

was completely made out of

mushrooms. Even the food was only

mushrooms.

Machraksha said,

“Look..look..look..at..at..at..

the..the.meal..meal..meal.. that.. i.. I

.. used…agic..magic…magic.. to ..

to..create…for..you..you”.

Lisa and Tom then looked at the

table in front of them to see

mushrooms in their own shapes

holding hands!!

They each look at each other and

then shrugged and gobbled up the

mushrooms. They had not realized

how hungry they were!

Tom and Lisa then thanked

Machraksha. Tom asked, “Could

you please show us the way out of

this land?”

Machraksha said,

“Ok..ok..ok..ok..ok..ok..ok.ook..ok..o

k….”

Machraksha then led them out of

the house and to another stone near

the house that was

shaped like a fairy and told them,

“A..A..por..por..portal..to..to ..the…
fairy…land” . Lisa asked the

mushroom, “What’s a portal?”

The                   mushroom                   

said,                   surprised,                         

“Don’t..don’t

you..you..know..know..what..what..is

..a..por..portal?”



Lisa said, “No, I don’t”.

The mushroom then explained, portal is a

source of magic which will take them to

different lands. And that is how they

would have landed in the mushroom land

in the first place.

Lisa and Tom thanked the mushroom,

touched the stone and returned to the

plain land in fairy land.

They sighed in relief looking at their

normal bodies!.
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CHAPTER NINE – THE
WIZARDOF EVIL LAND

 Louis said, “Never mind, no one will
hear me. Cloak is powerful enough
to not let anyone sense me.”

Louis and his friend both got the
same cloak and surrounded
themselves with double cloak for
extra protection.

They walked towards the Travellers
rest house.

On the way, they passed fairy flying
school. Louis said, I need some air.
Let’s get out of this
cloak for a bit. Nobody seems to be
around.

They took out the cloak and rested.
But, at that moment, 2 small fairies
noticed them and
screamed, “Wizards from evil
land!!Help!!!”

On hearing the scream, the 2
wizards covered themselves
immediately. Adult fairies started
coming towards the small fairies.
An adult fairy went towards the
small fairies and asked, “Where are
the wizards?”

The baby fairy pointed to where
Louis and his friend were hidden
and said, “There. They
disappeared when we screamed!”
On hearing that, Louis and his friend
ran towards the rest house to
escape from the adult fairies.

Meanwhile, in some other place far
away from Lisa and Tom, a big
wizard named Louis from a land
called Evil land (where all evil
magicians lived) came to Forbidden
Line in Fairy Land through a magical
portal. His aim was to create more
portals to Evil land from Fairy Land
to trick more fairies and capture
them in evil land.

He had a long white beard that came
till his chest. And, also, had a
magical cloak which could keep him
invisible and no one could even hear
him.

He carried a green magical gem with
him which had enough magic to take
one to evil land.

He planned to put the magical gem
on the door knob of Travelers rest
house so that anyone who touched
the knob would get transported to
evil land.

He started walking into the fairy land.
Suddenly he heard a loud sound
behind him. He looked back and saw
his friend following him.

He was surprised to see him there
and asked, “Hey! What are you
doing here? Did you follow me
here??”

His friend said, “Yes, I wanted to
keep you safe from the fairies. What
if somebody heard you
even with the cloak?’
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The adult fairy looked around and
then told the baby fairies, “You must
have imagined. There is nobody
here.”

In the meantime, Louis and his
friend reached the rest house and
as per their plan, fixed the gem to
the door knob.

They then went back to the
forbidden enchanted line and back
to the evil land.



Tom and Lisa decided it was high
time they walked out of the plain
land. They had had enough of weird
adventures and had not found the
thief fairy either.
They walked out of the plain land. A
small fairy suddenly approached
Tom and Lisa and said,
“Lisa and Tom, why are you just
roaming about here?”
Lisa explained about the tooth being
stolen, how they reached the plain
land and their adventures thereafter.

The small fairy said, “Can I join you
in your search for the tooth?”

Tom said, “Of course, you will be a
great help in the search. What is
your name?” The small fairy said,
“I’m Emtopia. Thank you for letting
me join the search”.
Lisa asked Emtopia,“Where do you
think we should go next?”

Emtopia said, “Let’s try travellers rest
house. Sometimes, when there are
no travellers, thief
fairies hide there. Do you know the
way?”

Tom said, “We have a map that will
help us find our way. But , we started
from traveller’s rest
house. We have checked there
already. Nobody was there.”

Emtopia said, “I think we should try
checking it out again. There’s a high
chance she might have gone there
now since there are no travellers.”

Tom and Lisa agreed. It was getting
dark.
All 3 of them went back to the
traveller’s rest house. There was no
sign of the thief fairy anywhere
nearby.

They went towards the entrance of
the traveller’s rest house.
Lisa turned the door knob to open
the door, but suddenly screamed,
“Something is happening! This is
also a portal. Please hold me so
that I don’t go to any other land!”

Tom and Emtopia each held one
hand of Lisa’s and tried pulling her
back.

Instead, a strong wind blew all 3 of
them towards the portal and into the
Evil Land.

They saw a lot of things in evil land
which had long teeth that went till
their legs. These things had hands
which were dark green in colour and
a dark blue face.
One of the things shouted, “Those 2
children and the fairy look yummy.
Let’s have them for dinner.”

One of the other things said, “It’s
still not dinnertime! Soldiers, put
them in prison till its time
to cook them for dinner!”

2 evil and strong things with long
teeth came to the 2 children and
Emtopia and pushed the minto
prison using a spell.

Lisa said sadly, “Not again! We are
stuck again in a prison!”Emtopia
said, “Let’s try finding a way out of
here.”
Tom agreed. All 3 of them looked
around and saw nothing useful.

Emtopia suddenly said, “Hey! Look
here, a trapdoor!”
Lisa and Tom came close to
Emtopia said , “Where? We don’t
see any!”

CHAPTER TEN – EVIL LAND
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Emtopia said, “It’s right here. Can’t
you guys see it?”

Tom and Lisa shook their heads.

Emtopia then thought aloud,
“Interesting, maybe only fairies can
spot it.” Lisa and Tom said together
sadly, “How do we get out of here
then?”
Emtopia then said, “Let me try
opening the trapdoor. Let’s see
what happens”. Emtopia then pulled
the trapdoor open. A blue light
blasted into the room.
Lisa said, “Woah! What is this
light?”

Nobody knew what it was. The blue
light slowly faded away.

Emtopia said, “Let’s get inside the
door and see where it leads us to”.

They all jumped inside and landed
in a clearing outdoors. They had
managed to escape the prison. It
was very dark outside.

Tom remembered he had a torch
and switched it on. They noticed a
huge stone lying in the corner.
Lisa said, “What’s that stone? Is it
another portal?” Tom said, “Let’s
check it out”.
They went to the stone and tried
pulling it. Immediately, they were
transported to a forest with trees all
around.



CHAPTER
ELEVEN – THE
QUICK SAND
FIELD
Lisa said, “Phew! We are out of evil
land, looks like!” Tom said, “I wish
we find the tooth soon!”
Tom remembered they had
promised the queen that they would
go back home soon.

Tom looked at his map to check
where they were and if they could
find a forest in the map.
He said, pointing to a forest in the
map, “Maybe we are here, the
enchanted line.”

Emtopia said scared, “Oh no! We
fairies are not supposed to be here!
Let’s quickly get out of here.”

They went around the forest and
somehow got out into a field.
There was a dark brown layer of
land in the middle of the field which
looked out of place. Lisa said,
“Look at the brown patch. Shall we
go and see what that is?”

Tom agreed.
Before Emtopia could say anything,
Tom and Lisa ran to the brown
patch and stepped on it.
Emtopia shouted to them, “Don’t go
there! Its quick sand! You’ll get
stuck”. But, by then they had
already stepped on it.
Tom and Lisa panicked. They tried
moving forward but they were
stuck.

They said, “Emtopia, we are stuck.
Please help!”

Emtopia said, “Oh! I don’t know any
spells to help you. I will fetch my
mother. She can help you.”

She flew to her house and returned
soon with her mother.

Her mother said, “Oh dear! Let me
help you!”
She used her magical spell to get
them both out of the quicksand
patch onto the field. Lisa and Tom
thanked her for saving them.
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Emtopia’s mother asked her if she

would be coming back home.

But Emtopia refused and said, “You

go home, mother. I want to help Lisa

and Tom find the

lost tooth”.

Her mother told her, “Ok, then see

you later. But be careful. You too,

Lisa and Tom!”

She flew back home.

Lisa, Tom and Emtopia walked out of

the field. As they reached towards

the end of the field, they noticed a

house in the side of the pathway that

they were walking on.

The house had a roof made out of

wood. The walls were made out of

tree trunks. The doorway was

covered by a curtain of leaves. There

was also a rope ladder hanging from

the roof of the house. They noticed

there were dried fruits on the roof.

Lisa and Tom said, “Let’s go inside

the house and check it out” Emtopia

said, “I don’t know. It doesn’t look

safe.”

Lisa said, “It doesn’t look so bad!. It

looks so cute!”

Emtopia sighed and said, “Ok, both

of you go inside. I’ll stay back here in

case there is trouble and I need to

fetch someone”.

Lisa and Tom went inside the house

and saw an old fairy sitting beside a

fireplace with a table in front of her. It

was a small house with 2 rooms.

The old fairy said in a grumpy tone,

“Who are you? Why are you in my

house?”

Lisa said, “We just noticed your
house on our way and thought of
checking it out.”

The old fairy said, “You shouldn’t
have entered my house. It’s too late
now for you to go. You deserve to
get into the prisoner’s room and
stay locked there”.

Lisa and Tom were very scared.
The old fairy got up slowly and
using her wand, pushed Lisa and
Tom into the prisoner’s room and
locked them with magic.

Lisa started sobbing. Tom said,
“Cheer up Lisa. Emtopia will soon
know we are in trouble. She will do
something to get us out.”

Lisa stopped sobbing.

They noticed triangular items in a
corner of the room. Tom went to the
corner to check what those were.
He tried pulling one thinking they
might be a portal but it was just an
object.

Lisa suddenly saw Emptopia fly into
the room through a small crack in
the wall. Lisa and Tom were very
happy looking at her.
Emtopia said, “I have come to save
you. Here’s the plan. I’ll use my
magic to shrink you both so that you
can get out through the crack I
came in”

Emtopia used her magic to shrink
Tom and Lisa. Then they all flew out
through the crack.
Emtopia said, after they were out,
“Look, we need to trap that old fairy
so that she doesn’t trap other
people like you. I have a plan”.

 
CHAPTER TWELVE – THE HUT
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Emtopia, along with Lisa and Tom

went inside the house again to talk

to the old fairy. The fairy said

angrily, “You both! How are you so

small? And how did you escape?”

Emtopia said, “Oh, old fairy. Please

do tell us why did you trap my 2

friends here?”

The old fairy said, “I just don’t want

anyone to see what I’m doing or to

disturb me. I have been alone all my

life. No one cares about me. They

come to only cause harm to me!”

Emtopia, Tom and Lisa felt sad

listening to this. Emtopia said, “No

no, my friends did not mean any

harm to you. They just wanted to

see what’s inside as the house

looked very beautiful. We are sorry

for disturbing you. “

The old fairy’s face softened and

she said, “I’m sorry kids. I got very

angry. I will not be like

this anymore. You kids are welcome

to visit me anytime!”

Emtopia happily went forward and

hugged the old fairy. Lisa and Tom

followed. Then they said their

goodbyes to the old fairy and

stepped out.

All of a sudden, Lisa

shouted,“Emtopia, Tom, look up!

There’s our thief fairy with the tooth!

I’ll go after her”.

By then, the thief fairy had heard

Lisa’s shout. Lisa had shouted so

loudly, that the thief fairy got scared

and in her fright, dropped the tooth.

She immediately started flying down

to the ground to pick it up.



But, Lisa was faster. She ran to the
tooth and picked it up. She then went
back to Emtopia and
Tom and handed the tooth to Emtopia
saying, “Here it is. Keep it safe”.

Emptopia took the tooth and
uttered the spell “Keep it safe”. A
glass ball came out of nowhere
and surrounded the tooth. The
tooth was now safe.

Emtopia then said loudly to the thief
fairy, while waving her wand, “Hey
you!, you will go straight to the fairy
prison!”

A chair magically appeared and the
fairy was tied to the chair. Then
there appeared a very strong wind
all of a sudden which flew the fairy
tied to the chair away.

Lisa asked Emtopia, “Wow, how did
you do this?” Emtopia smiled and
said, “I am a wind fairy”.

Emtopia then waved her wand and
turned Lisa and Tom back to their
original size.

She then asked them, “Do you
want me to use my powers to
create a strong wind to send you
home?”

Tom said, “We first need to go to
Eclina to return the tooth to her.
Can you send us there?”

Emtopia nodded and said, “Of
course! Get ready!”

And then she created a very strong
wind which sent Lisa and Tom to
Eclina’s house. Tom said, “Wow,
that was quite a ride!”
Lisa agreed laughing.

They then knocked on Eclina’s
door. When she opened it, she was
relieved to see the 2 of them.

They happily gave the tooth back to
Eclina and said, “There you go!
Your tooth safely back to you”.
Eclina said, “Thank you Tom and
Lisa! You have been very brave. I
will now handover this tooth to the
builder fairies who have been
waiting for it.”

She then added, “You should also
head home now. Safe travels!”

Tom and Lisa nodded and said
goodbye to Eclina. They then
walked back to the tunnel through
which they had come.
They followed the tunnel and finally
reached home.

Lisa said, “I wish we could have
stayed in fairy land for some more
time!” Tom asked, surprised, “What
fairy land Lisa!!”
Lisa was taken aback. She then
said, “What about the adventure we
had?”
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Tom asked, “What are you talking about

Lisa? What adventure? We just went to

the garden

for a stroll. Do you call that an

adventure?”

Lisa remembered Roseletten had told her

that Tom was under a spell in fairy land

to make him believe in fairies and once

out, he would forget all about it.

Lisa signed and said, “Forget it. Let’s go

home”.
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